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KERALA STATE RUTRONIX 

DTP  

(CTTC, PDDTP) 

Time: 2 hours                                                     Maximum Marks: 100 

Note: Write the answers for Questions from 1 to 40 in the MCQ answer sheet 
 

Part - I Choose the most appropriate answer                                           (15 x 1 Mark = 15 Marks) 

1) PageMaker helps in creating …………… 

 a) Visiting cards  b) Brochures  c) Challans     d) All of these 

2) Leading is the space between …………… 

 a) Paragraphs    b) Words c) Pages     d) Lines 

3) In PageMaker, Edit story is in …………… menu. 

 a) File b) View c) Edit d) Element 

4) Ctrl + G command is used to …………… 

 a) Select pictures  b) Group pictures  c) Delete pictures  d) None of these 

5) TOC denotes …………… 

 a) Title of contents b) Table of contents c) Table of combinations d) None of these 

6) The …………… tool allows you to copy one area of the layer to another area of the layer. 

 a) Magic wand            b) Clone stamp  c) Marquee  d) Gradient 

7) To cut down the size of the entire graphic design, including all layers, you should select the 
…………… tool. 

 a) Clone stamp b) Crop c) Eraser d) Marquee 

8) In Photoshop, liquify comes under ……………  menu. 

 a) Image b) Layer c) Filter d) Edit 

9) The …………… tool allows you to magnify an area of the design for detail work. 

 a) Zoom tool b) Marquee tool c) Lasso tool  d) Crop 

10) The typical size for a graphic design is measured in …………… 

 a) Pica b) Pixels c) Points  d) Inches 

11) When an A2 paper is divided equally from the centre, you will obtain …………… size. 

 a) A3  b) A4 c) A5  d) B3 

12) Bitmap images are made up of …………… 

 a) Pixels  b) Vectors  c) Particles d) Lines 

13) We have …………… paper Orientations in CorelDraw. 

 a) 1 b) 2 c) 3 d) 4 

14) The ruler bar is used for …………… 

 a) Setting of margin b) Dividing your work c) Book design            d) All of these 

15) In PageMaker, ……………. is the short cut key for subscript. 

 a) Ctrl+\ b) Ctrl+/ c) Ctrl+= d) Ctrl+1 

 

Part - lI Fill in the blanks                                                      (15 x 1 Mark = 15 Marks) 

16) VGA stands for …………… 

17) 144 points = …………… inch. 

18) (FFFFOO) represent …………… color. 

19) Short cut key for Actual size in PageMaker is …………… 

20) PageMaker offers a separate work place called the …………… to edit text. 
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21) In PageMaker, the Spell checking option comes under the …………… menu. 

22) WYSIWYG stands for ……………     

23) In Photoshop, …………… is the short cut key of free transform. 

24) GUI stands for …………… 

25) In Photoshop, …………… tool is used to darken pixel in an image. 

26) In Photoshop, …………… is the short cut  key for Fill.  

27) In PageMaker, sort command is in …………… menu. 

28) The …………… tool creates a gradual blend between multiple colors. 

29) In Photoshop, …………… tool is used to erase pixels from similar colored area. 

30) In CorelDraw, …………… is the short cut key for Lock position. 

 

Part - lII   State whether True or False                   (10 x 1 Mark = 10 Marks) 

31) Image editors are also known as paint programs. 

32) Bitmap images uses thousands of dots or pixels to represent images. 

33) Vector images use geometric shapes or objects.   

34) Magic tool allows us to make freeform selection in Photoshop.  

35) Skewing means reshaping an object from one of its sides. 

36) Drawing Page is the printable portion of a CorelDraw Drawing Window. 

37) Auto flow appears in the layout menu in Corel draw. 

38) The Clone stamp tool is also called the Rubber stamp tool. 

39) Vector images use pixels to represent images. 

40) Ruler’s guides are non-printing lines. 

 

Part - lV With reference to CorelDraw Tool Box in the Fig-1, mark the letters of the most appropriate  
              callout in the answer book supplied.                                                           (15 x 1 Mark = 15 Marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

41) To apply the illusion of depth to objects 

42) To set the fill properties 

43) The Smart drawing tool 

44) To draw callouts and labels 

45) To join two objects with a line 

46) To select a desired object 

47) To draw ellipses and circles 

48) The Paint bucket tool 

49) Change the magnification level in the drawing window 

50) To apply various fills 

51) To create artistic or paragraph text 

52) To edit the shape of objects 

BA BC BE BG BI BK BM BO

BB BD BF BH BJ BL BN

Fig. 1 
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53) To draw symmetrical and logarithmic spirals 

54) The 3 point rectangle tool 

55) To set the outline properties 

 

Part - V    Give Name of the following tools                                                              (5 x 1 Mark = 5 Marks) 

56) What is the name of this tool in Photoshop?   

57) What is the name of this tool in Photoshop?  

58) What is the name of this tool in Photoshop?  

59) What is the name of this tool in Photoshop?  

60) What is the name of this tool in Photoshop?  

                 

 

(Part VI sâ D¯c§Ä aebmf¯nepw FgpXmw) 
 

Part - VI Answer the following (Any Eight)                                                           (8 x 5 Marks = 40 Marks) 

61) Explain the term tracking, kerning and leading.   

62) Explain the term locking and grouping. 

63) Differentiate between Vector and Bitmap images. 

64) Explain the terms Pixels and resolution. 

65) Explain the different filter options in Photoshop. 

66) Explain some of the ‘Image Adjustments’ option in Photoshop. 

67) Explain the different picture formats supported by Photoshop. 

68) What are the various views in the view option in CorelDraw? 

69) Explain Power Line rollup in CorelDraw. 

70) Explain Table Editor in PageMaker. 

71) Explain Build Booklet utilities. 


